Abstract. In the design of multiple response parameters optimization, weighted principal component analysis (weighted PCA) is used to build the relationship between the response variables and controllable factor model by linear regression. But in the complicated nonlinear production process, the fit of the linear regression model is not high that cannot satisfy the requirement of the parameter design model. This study proposed an improved weighted PCA based on RBF neural network prediction model. In this paper, RBF neural network was used to construct nonlinear prediction model of production process and to adjust the weighted PCA algorithm by adding the predict ability index of neural network model. In the design of multiple response parameters, this approach improve the effect of process parameters optimization. And applied this method to multiple response parameters optimization design of metallization polypropylene film capacitor thermal polymerization process, the results show that capacitance value and the loss tangent are all improved, and the effect of optimization parameters is achieve to satisfactory results.
Introduction
With the complexity of the production process and product quality requirements, it is need to consider multiple quality characteristics in the process of product optimization. The multiple quality parameters optimization method is aim to improve the products quality by process parameters optimization. So the multiple quality characteristics optimization design has a important role in the real process of quality continuous improvement.
The quality loss function and satisfaction function method have an extensive application in the multiple response optimization design, but it ignores the correlation between the response variables, which will affect the effect of optimization design [1] . So the problem of the correlation between the multiple quality characteristics caused more attention among the academics. Wang Jianjun, Ma Yizhong [2] used the partial least-squares regression model to solve the problem of the correlation between the multiple quality characteristics. Ali [3] proposed a new method of satisfaction function method and spherical rule model to solve the problem of correlation.
Liao [4] proposed weighted principal component analysis (PCA) which can combine the multiple response to the single response and eliminate the correlation between variables. In actual industrial production, PCA is applied to solve the multiple response parameters problem which have been achieved satisfactory results [5] . Zhang Yingdong [6] proposed an improved weighted principal component analysis(PCA) which can construct a mathematical model between the impact factor and multiple response variable. The traditional response surface method based on linear regression analysis to determine the the polynomial model of first-order or second-order. But the quality characteristics become more nonlinear and highly complicated in the modern advanced manufacturing progress, the traditional response surface based on linear model cannot meet the practical requirements [7] . However, artificial neural network can independently complete the nonlinear mapping from input space to the output space, it belong to nonlinear model which has the strong ability of prediction [8] .
This paper proposed an improved PCA method based on radial basis function(RBF) neural network for multiple response parameters optimization. Firstly, construct a production process mapping relations between the factors and multiple response based on RBF neural network. Next, using PCA method eliminate the correlation between response variable through weighted multiple response variables into a single comprehensive response variable. Finally, it is priority to improve the response variable which have a strong prediction ability, and realize the overall effect of multiple response optimization. And applied this method for the metallized polypropylene film capacitor, which not only solving the parameters optimization problem of the polymerization temperature and polymerization time, but also realizing the whole optimization of the capacitor value and the loss tangent.
2 Improved PCA based on RBF neural network method
Radial basis function (RBF) neural network model
Radial Basis Function (RBF) is an efficient feedforward neural network [9] . Its approximation ability and generalization ability and learning speed is all superior to the BP neural network [10] . RBF neural network can arbitrary approach to the linear and nonlinear function, so there is no local optimum problem. Its structure is shown in figure 1 . Fig. 1 . The structure of RBF neural network.
In the complex nonlinear process, the fitting degree of the linear regression model is not high and the regression formula can not meet the forecast ability of the responses variable. Based on that, non-parametric model is established by using RBF neural network to forecast the process-response indicators, and the mean square error(MSE) as predictive ability evaluation index for RBF neural network model. The value of MSE is smaller, the RBF neural network model has a better prediction accuracy.
Assumes that the controllable factors variable is x1, x2,... xi, which as the input vector of RBF neural network model. And assume the total number of the response variable is k. The first j response variable yj as output vector of RBF neural network model. So the number of RBF model established is k.
Using the MATLAB computer software to construct and train the RBF neural network model. The statements as following P=[x1 x2 xi]'; 'x1 x2 xi'is the controllable factors variable T=[yj]'; 'yj'is the first j response variable net=newrb(p, t, goal, spread); p is the input vector, t is the output vector y=sim(net, p); e=T-y; 'e' is the error vector between the expectations and forecast MSE=mse(e); 'mse(e)' is the mean square error
Weighted principal component analysis
Weighted principal component analysis method can combine multiple indicators into a new set of unrelated indicators, and according to the variance contribution get a weighted sum, which can transfer the multiple response to the single response.
Assumes that the number of the response is p, and the response variable is Y1, Y2,... , Yp. According to the principal component analysis, the principal component is Z1, Z2,... ,Zk. The formula of Z1, Z2,... ,Zk is
Zq is the principal component of first q. Yq is the response of the first q. "eq1,eq2,... ,eqp" is the coefficient of the first q principal component. And the formula of the variance contribution rate is 
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By comparing the values of MPI can convert multiple performance characteristics optimization problem into a single response optimization problem. And if the goal or target of the response is larger for better, so the MPI is larger, the level of quality characteristics is higher. If the target of the response is smaller for better, so the MPI is smaller, the level of quality characteristics is higher.
Improved weighted PCA method
For RBF neural network prediction model, the corresponding mean square error (MSE) is an effective evaluation index for network prediction ability. So the predictive ability index of first j. And the prediction ability of RBF neural network model is defined as
(5) So the MSE is smaller, the predictive ability "r" of RBF neural network model is higher. Combining the RBF neural network model and weighted principal component analysis method, the formula of predict the response (1) 
The parameter optimization design of metallized polypropylene film capacitors
The process of thermal polymerization is key to eliminating the air between the metallized film layers, which can improve the compactness of the capacitor and the stability of electrical performance. But if thermal polymerization is insufficient, which will drop down the capacity of capacitor and increase the loss tangent [11] . Therefore, it is necessary to optimization the two parameters of temperature and time in the process, which is expected to improve the capacitance value and loss tangent value.
In this paper, there is two responses in the optimization process of metallized polypropylene film capacitors. One of the response variables is the capacitance value(y1), the other response variable is loss tangent(y2). The target of capacitance value(y1) is 45.45μF, and the target of loss tangent(y2) is smaller for better. So the absolute value of the difference between the capacitance value(y1) and the target value(45.45μF) is converted to the smaller for better. And assume that the controllable factors variable of thermal polymerization temperature is x1, the polymerization time is x2. The process parameters and their level given in table 1. There are 28 groups of thermal polymerization experiments on metallized polypropylene film capacitor. In the level of (1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 4) (2, 1) (2, 2) (2, 3) (2, 4) (3, 1) (3, 2) (3, 3) (3, 4) repeat the experiment 10 times respectively, other levels repeated the experiments 5 times respectively. The average of the two response variables in each experiment was calculated, so the experimental results are shown in table 2. Using the MINITAB to make the principal component analysis of response variables, and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are shown in table 3. 
The parameter optimization based on first-order regression prediction model
According to the experimental data in Table 1 , using the MINITAB to establish the first-order regression model of influence factors and response variables, and calculating its predictive ability index by formula (7) Since the quality characteristic of y1 and y2 are all smaller for better, so the lower the value of MPI, the better effect of the response. According to figure 2, the minimum value of x1 is second level, and x2 is fourth level. So the result of parameter optimization design by first-order regression prediction model is (2, 4).
The parameter optimization based on second-order regression prediction model
According to the experimental data in Table 1 , using the MINITAB to establish the second-order regression model of influence factors and response variables, and calculating its predictive ability index by formula (7), the result is as follows So the result of parameter optimization design by second-order regression prediction model is (2, 4).
The parameter optimization Based on RBF neural network prediction model
Above that, the fitting degrees(R2) of the first-order and second-order regression formulas of polymerization process are respectively 53.1%, 0.4%and 87.7%, 29.8%, If the R2 less than 60%, it means that the prediction effect of first or second order parameter regression model is not ideal. So the RBF neural network is adopted to establish the nonlinear predictive model and optimize parameter.
Using the MATLAB to establish the RBF neural network model of influence factors and response variables. Two RBF neural network models are established with x1 and x2 as input variables and y1 and y2 as output variables respectively. When setting the goal of RBF neural network is 0 and spread is 8, the MSE of the RBF neural network model is smallest. The MSE of network training are respectively 1.3835*10-5 and 6.3297*10-4. It means that nonlinear prediction model based on RBF neural network is ideal. Calculating its predictive ability index by formula (4), the result is as follows r1=0.9786 r2=0.0214 Calculated by formula(6) The results of optimization parameters design based on RBF neural network prediction model is also (2, 4) . The results of optimization parameters design above the three model are all (2, 4) . According to the experimental data in Table 1 and compare with the original process parameter (4, 3), the result of (2, 4) can be seen that the capacitance value and the loss tangent are all improved, and the effect of optimization parameters is achieve to ideal.
Conclusion
This paper proposed an improved weighted principal component analysis (PCA) method based on parametric and nonparametric prediction models. It is aim to solve the problem of multiple response process parameter optimization design, and this method is applied to optimize the multiple response process parameters in the thermal polymerization process. The results show that this method is effectively improving the two response quality characteristic.
(1)The method based on parametric and non-parametric prediction models to improved weighted principal component analysis, considers the predictive ability of multiple response models. It defined the evaluate the predictive ability index of each response model, and introduces it into the MPI model of the weighted principal component analysis method, which can improve the effectiveness of parameter optimization.
(2)This paper proposed an improved weighted principal component analysis (PCA) method based on RBF neural network prediction model. Because of the RBF neural network has a good generalization ability in nonlinear model. Therefore, in the complex nonlinear production process, it is an effective method to optimization the multiple response process parameter based on RBF neural network prediction model.
